Abstract. This paper proposes the novel modified simulated annealing algorithm and big data sampling analysis based sports effect evaluation model. Decision function structure and function to improve the structure as function training from the human body movement function, through the integration of sports quality and proprioception promote human body movement function exercise that is the practice logic function training. To deal with this issue, we integrate the machine learning models for systematic optimization. Simulated annealing in the optimization to determine initial temperature, random selection of an initial state and the state of the objective function value attach a small disturbance to the current state. While the model is based on probability statistics and that fuzzy mathematics is put forward the concept of qualitative and quantitative numerical transformation model, is the unity of the randomness and fuzziness. We prove the effectiveness of proposed method theoretically. In the future, numerical simulation will be added.
Introduction
Athlete management informationization is urgent task of current sports management, and is an effective way to improve the level of training and competition level. Now the job is sports coaches and the medical staff with traditional manual information management methods to manage the athletes in all kinds of data, this management way has many shortcomings, because different coaches and medical staff of neglect and writing is not standard, lead to record information that is not conducive to the late movement to make scientific evaluation of an athlete. As for the training, the intrinsic relationship between functional action system in action mode, function assessment before training, training according to the results of functional assessment action or the actions to correct practice, functional training system and function system is the key link in the functional training, functional action system known as action assessment system, on the basis of the test results to decide whether to do the training or action to correct exercise. Decision function structure and function to improve the structure as function training from the human body movement function, through the integration of sports quality and proprioception promote human body movement function exercise that is the practice logic function training [1, 2, 3] .
Simulated annealing of general parallel technology can greatly improve system performance and increasing information throughput and improve operation speed. Therefore, we can establish simulated annealing parallel particle swarm optimization algorithm model, introducing the ideas of basic simulated annealing particle swarm optimization algorithm, the speed and position of each particle in the process of the updating to join the simulated annealing mechanism, as the particle swarm evolution fitness according to the criteria of the optimal solution after probability accept worse solution at the same time, the algorithm to jump out of local extremum in the area.
Packet fair sampling by sacrificing the ever-flowing packet sampling rate in the return for a higher short flow packet sampling rate, thus can ensure more than uniform random packet sampling data flow between the fairness, existing fair existence space, low efficiency as short flow sampling algorithm estimates of the problem of the great error. According to the distribution of the sample, the method using the Monte Carlo technique for sampling to generates a large number of the Boot samples to reduce the error. But this method requires independent identically distributed condition between samples, so cannot directly use the Boot methods for temporal data sampling. Under this basis, this paper proposes the novel modified simulated annealing algorithm and big data sampling analysis based sports effect evaluation model.
Modified Simulated Annealing Algorithm
Simulated annealing algorithm based on Monte Carlo iteration method is a kind of the heuristic random search algorithm, the first by n. Met ropolis, put forward in 1982 by Kirkpat rick and some others will be used in combinatorial optimization problem. The algorithm has strong global optimization search capabilities, not restricted by the search space constraints that are not required to have continuity, conductivity and the unimodal hypothesis, good solution of algorithm can accept while accept the Pareto solutions can also be a certain probability, which makes the simulated annealing algorithm even fall into the trap of local optimum, the theory also can jump out, after a long enough to converge to global optimal solution. It is now widely used in the engineering, such as the production scheduling control engineering, machine learning, neural networks, image processing, and other fields. The challenges of the traditional SAA algorithm could be organized as the follows [4, 5] .
To solve time is too long. In variable, objective function more complex, in order to get a good approximate solution, control parameter T need to start from a larger value, and in each temperature T perform Metropolis algorithm for many times, so the iterative operation speed is slow.
Temperature T of the initial value and reduce the step length is more difficult to determine. If T larger initial value selection, reduce the step size is too small, although we can get a better solution, but the algorithm convergence speed is too slow; If the initial value selection of smaller, reduce the step size is too big, is likely to get the global optimal solution.
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Simulated annealing in the optimization to determine initial temperature, random selection of an initial state and the state of the objective function value attach a small disturbance to the current state, and calculate the objective function value of the new state that could be generally modelled as the following equation.
The code of the algorithm could be show as the follows.
Fig. 1. The Code of the SAA
First using simulated annealing algorithm for climbing method provides a good initial solution, reoccupy climbing method for precise correction, need only a small amount of simulated annealing iterative process can provide a good initial solution. Due to the climbing method is fast accurate correction phase, thus to obtain the same effect needs the number of iterations than conventional simulated annealing algorithm are greatly reduced, at the same time greatly reduced into local optimal value [6, 7] . 
Big Data Sampling Analysis and the Proposed Model
The uncertainty of attribute data mainly comes from the data source of uncertainty, the uncertainty of data modeling and analysis in the process of that introducing the uncertainty, etc. Under this basis, we could summarize the classic data sampling mode as the following unique aspects. Choose the initial node from the network into the fifo queue, and then search and all of the adjacent nodes, if the node has not yet appeared in the queue, the node team and recorded the node's parent; On the other hand, from the first team to take another node to the adjacent nodes for the same treatment, until the queue is empty. Because of the BFS method can search the entire network thoroughly and easy to program, and therefore is widely applied in many fields [8] .
"Point-edge" construction method is random sampling and random sampling method and series of the floorboard of the improved method, random point sampling method and random edge sampling method is based on the basic idea of probability is not back on the way of random a certain number of the nodes or edges, and then analyze these nodes or edges to export subnet.
Fig. 3. The General Data Sampling Procedure Demonstration
Cloud model is based on probability statistics and that fuzzy mathematics is put forward the concept of qualitative and quantitative numerical transformation model, is the unity of the randomness and fuzziness. According to the history that trust also has randomness and fuzziness, so trust based on the cloud model and derived the cloud theory. Trust cloud model contains three digital features, namely trust expect the Ex He super entropy entropy En, trust, and trust. Expect the Ex concept to quantify the most typical sample points, for the most basic trust. Measurable particle size of the concept of entropy En representatives reflecst the discrete degree of cloud droplets. He super entropy is a measure of uncertainty and randomness on behalf of the trust. Therefore, we can define the evaluation model as the follows. 
Conclusion and Summary
This paper proposes the novel modified simulated annealing algorithm and big data sampling analysis based sports effect evaluation model. As for the training, the intrinsic relationship between functional action system in action mode, function assessment before training, training according to the results of functional assessment action or the actions to correct practice, functional training system and function system is the key link in the functional training. We integrate the machine learning and pattern recognition algorithms to propose the novel countermeasures for the related model that is innovative.
